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Who we are 

 Old-school network geeks, 

working as security researchers 

for: 

 Germany based ERNW GmbH 

 Independent 

 Deep technical knowledge 

 Structured (assessment) approach 

 Business reasonable recommendations 

 We understand corporate 

 

 Blog: www.insinuator.net  

 Conference: www.troopers.de 
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Agenda 

 Intro & Overview 

 

 Looking at Privacy Extensions from Different Angles 

 

 Operational Aspects 
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IPv6 Properties Threatening Privacy 

 Potentially static instead of dynamic prefixes used in 

residential subscriber space 

 Can be addressed by “Privacy Button“. 

 

 Obfuscating function of NAT no longer available. 

 

 Interface identifier generated by [Modified] EUI-64 method. 

 This is where privacy extensions come into play. 
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History of Privacy Extensions 

 Bill Frezza: “Where’s All The Outrage About The IPv6 

Privacy Threat?“ (1999) 

 http://lists.essential.org/random-bits/msg00163.html 

 

 RFC 3041 Privacy Extensions for Stateless  

Address Autoconfiguration in IPv6 (2001) 

 

 RFC 4941 Privacy Extensions for Stateless  

Address Autoconfiguration in IPv6 (2007) 

 

 Still ongoing debate on potential enhancements 

 https://www.usenix.org/system/files/login/articles/105438-Barrera.pdf 

 http://tools.ietf.org/id/draft-gont-6man-stable-privacy-addresses-00.txt 
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Privacy Extensions – Goals 

 

 

 RFC 4941 

 “This document discusses concerns associated with the embedding of 

non-changing interface identifiers within IPv6 addresses and describes 

extensions to stateless address autoconfiguration that can help mitigate 

those concerns for individual users and in environments where such 

concerns are significant.” 
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Approach 

 

 

 Generate interface identifier in some  

random way. 

 

 Re-generate it periodically. 
TEMP_VALID_LIFETIME - 7d 

TEMP_PREFERRED_LIFETIME – 1d 

REGEN_ADVANCE - 5s 

MAX_DESYNC_FACTOR – 10m 

DESYNC_FACTOR - random value within range 0- MAX_DESYNC_FACTOR  

TEMP_IDGEN_RETRIES - 3 
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RFC 4941, Proposed Algorithm 
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Additional Requirements 

 (RFC 4941)  

 Devices implementing this specification MUST provide a way for the end 

user to explicitly enable or disable the use of temporary addresses. 

 In addition, a site might wish to disable the use of temporary addresses 

in order to simplify network debugging and operations. Consequently, 

implementations SHOULD provide a way for trusted system 

administrators to enable or disable the use of temporary addresses. 

 Sites might wish to selectively enable or disable the use of temporary 

addresses for some prefixes. 

 

 What about RFC 3484? 
 Rule 7: Prefer public addresses. If SA is a public address and SB 

is a temporary address, then prefer SA. Similarly, if SB is a 

public address and SA is a temporary address, then prefer SB.  

 Some (work group level) discussion ongoing if RFC 3484 to be 

enhanced/changed due to larger deployment of priv_extensions. 
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Temporary Addresses 

 Not every randomly generated IP address is a “privacy 

address“. 

 

 The idea is that a “privacy address“ periodically changes. 

 Which applies to “temporary addresses“. 

  Usually those actually constitute “privacy addresses“. 

 

 In contrast to other (seemingly) randomly generated addresses 

(e.g. those from DHCPv6).  
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Windows 7 

 By default, Windows 7 uses a randomization approach 

togenerate the host part / interface identifier. 

 

 In addition, a second IPv6 address (a temporary address) 

will be configured on the interface. 

 The temporary address will be used for outgoing connections. 
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Windows 7 

 The default valid/preferred lifetime in the RAs are set to 
30/7 days. 
 Used in the network we refer to here. 

 

 The lifetime of the “main“ IPv6 address  
is reset with every RA received. 
 Which kind-of makes the IPv6 address static.  

 

 The lifetime of the temporary address is not reset. 
 With one exception: During our tests we noticed that as soon as the 

preferred lifetime is less/smaller than seven days, the lifetime of the 
temp. address is also reset. These 7d probably related to RAs’ lifetime 
(see above). 

 This means that both addresses are kind-of static. 
 Which might not be the expected/desired behavior. 
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Windows 7 
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Windows 7 

 Furthermore the host part / interface identifier of the 

address does not change at all. 

 Even when completely different prefixes comes into play. 

 One might ask: what‘s the (privacy) benefit then? 
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For the Record 

 The Windows default behavior can be changed if desired. 

 

 To disable the generation of a temporary address: 
 netsh interface ipv6 set privacy state=disabled 

 

 To disable randomized address generation at all: 
 netsh interface ipv6 set global randomizeidentifiers=disabled 
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Interim Conclusions  

 The generated host parts / interface identifiers for both 

addresses might not change at all. 

 One would think they do on a regular basis. 

 We mean that’s why privacy extensions were  

introduced, but that’s not how it (seemingly)  

works in Windows. 

 (As usual in Windows space ;-) rebooting helps… 

[at least for the temp. address] 

 

 Reverse DNS Updates for IPv6 work   

reasonably well in Windows 7/Vista/2008. 

 Will be covered later in more detail. 
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Privacy Extensions & Linux 

 For most major Linux distributions PE enabled but not 

turned on by default. 

 Ubuntu nowadays being a notable exception.  

 Usually modifications in /etc/sysctl.conf needed 

           net.ipv6.conf.all.use_tempaddr = 2 
 net.ipv6.conf.default.use_tempaddr = 2 

 Restart of network (interfaces) necessary afterwards. 

 Second (temp.) IPv6 adress shows up in ip addr show 

 Configuration of lifetime(s) possible via 
    sudo sysctl net.ipv6.conf.XX.temp_valid_lft=x 

 sudo sysctl net.ipv6.conf.XX.temp_prefered_lft=x 

    where XX stands for the interface.  
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Privacy Extensions & Mac OS X  

 Before 10.7 not turned on by default. 

 Currently no GUI way foreseen to tweak PE behavior. 

 Can be enabled (with elevated privileges) via  

    sudo sysctl -w net.inet6.ip6.use_tempaddr=1 
    

 Longer lasting changes: same procedure as for Linux, 

except /etc/sysctl.conf potentially not existing 

    & needs to be created then. 
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Priv Extensions on Smartphones 
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Privacy Extension & Android 

Systems 

 Supporting IPv6 since version 2.1. 

 For all versions < 4.0 PE not enabled by default; activation 

needs root privs. 

 Set sysctl options as super user, but will be gone after 

restart: 

    su 
 sysctl -w net.ipv6.conf.default.use_tempaddr=2 
 sysctl -w net.ipv6.conf.all.use_tempaddr=2 

 

 

 Permanent solution: edit  /data/local/userinit.sh 

    and insert the two commands, will be executed on start up. 

 No permanent solution without root access foreseen yet 

by suppliers. 
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Privacy Extensions & iOS 

 Turned on by default since version 4.3. 

 For earlier versions can only be enabled 

via jailbreak. 

    sudo sysctl -w net.inet6.ip6.use_tempaddr=1 

 Permanent fix: adding  

    net.inet6.ip6.use_tempaddr=1  

    to /etc/sysctl.conf and restarting network. 
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iOS 

 We performed some testing with an iPhone 4 / iOS v5.1. 

 

 It turns out that there are no GUI elements which provide 

displaying anything IPv6 related (see above). 

 

 So what‘s the first approach that comes to your mind? 

 Right, there must be an app which can do that ;-) 
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iOS 

 Fortunately, there is a free app called “ip6config“. 

 Disclaimer: We are not affiliated with the developer(s). 

 

 This little app gives at least some info about the IPv6 

config of the device. 

 

 So we connected the iPhone to an access point to see 

what happens. 
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iOS 

 iOS configures two  

addresses, like Windows. 

 

 The first (global) is derived from 

the MAC address of the device. 

 

 The second one is generated  

with/by means of priv extensions. 
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iOS 

 iOS generates different host parts 

when the lifetime expires. 

 

 Which differs from the Windows 

behavior shown before. 

 

 When multi. prefixes are received 

via RAs, iOS generates a dedicated 

host part for every prefix.  

 

 (see picture on the next slide) 
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iOS – Multiple Prefixes 
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Android (Ice Cream Sandwich) 
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Some More Notes as for Smartphones 

 In general no (user-) configurable options as for privacy 

extensions available. 

 Which clearly violates RFC 4941. 

 

 Nobody seems to (fully) follow it anyway. 

 Which makes “full operational control“ of privacy extensions (or, for that 

matter, addressing in general) much harder/next to impossible. 

 As we said: get over it (the idea of ...). 
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Different Views on Priv Extensions 

 Netcitizen 

 

 Data Protection Officer 

 

 Corporate Information Security 

 

 Corporate Network Operations / Management 
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The Netcitizen‘s View 

 

 

 Does privacy really matter? 

 “They can track us anyway“. (Cookies et.al.) 

 

 Has anybody noticed that Android 4.0 (Ice Cream 

Sandwich) now defaults to privacy extensions? 
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The Data Protection Officers‘ View 
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The Data Protection Officers‘ View (II) 
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What Do those Guys Say? 
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BSI on Privacy Extensions 
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Corporate Information Security 

 In many organizations they don‘t like priv_extensions too 

much. 

 

 Main concerns 

 Loss of traceability. 

 Inability to perform forensic examinations. 

 

 

 Our stance 

 How many forensic investigations did you actually perform recently? 

 With sufficient effort you might be able to find out nevertheless. 

 Get over it. You won‘t be able to avoid priv_extensions anyway, given 

the current behavior of major smartphone OSs (see above). 
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Corporate Network Ops / Mgmt 

 Don‘t like priv_extensions either. 

 

 Mostly for same overall pychological reasons 

 Concerned about (perceived) loss of control. 

 

 

 

 All types of lame excuses 

 “We can‘t manage the (network|servers|whatever) anymore.“ 

 “Logging & monitoring or troubleshooting is a pain then.“ 

 Yadda yadda yadda 

 

 Point is, again: get over it, priv_ext. will be there anyway. 
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Anything in RFC 6434? 
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Taking a Closer Look 

 What Corp  (NetworkOps|InfoSec) essentially want: 

 

 Capability to uniquely identify and contact a given system 

“now“ 

 Software distribution, remote management, service desk, patch/AV 

signature distribution, (PXE?) 

 Consistent database needed => DNS 

 

 Capability to uniquely identify a given system ex post. 

 Correlation of information needed (already). 

 IPv6 adoption & properties will change game anyway. 

 E.g. malware (disposing of high privs) initializing additional (IPv6) address and 

removing it once infection/spread job done. Not a fault of priv_extensions, can happen 

in EUI-64 oder DHCPv6 based networks too. 
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The Role of DNS 

 “Mature & fully integrated“ DNS needed in the IPv6 world 

anyway. 

 In most environments this applies to reverse DNS as well. 

 

 => System mgmt maturity becomes dependent on 

(reverse) DNS maturity then. 

 Simply said: if $SOME_SYSTEM (fully) supports (reverse) IPv6 DNS, 

you will be able to manage it. Else you won‘t. 

 Unfortunately quite some elements “still lack maturity“ when it comes to  

(IPv6|IPv6 DNS|IPv6 reverse DNS). 

 This is not a specific issue of priv_extensions though. 
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Win7, Dynamic DNS Updates 

 As soon as the IPv6 address is generated, Windows 7 

triggers the dynamic DNS update to create (or update) a 

PTR record in the reverse lookup zone: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Note: The temporary address will not be inserted into DNS 

(only the “main address”). 
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PTR Records, Example 
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Changing/Removing the Address 

 What happens if an address is no longer used/existent? 

 
 netsh interface ipv6 delete address interface=eth0 

2001:db8:dead:beef:1b8:3320:6058:458f 
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Results 

 

 

 As soon as the address is removed, the Windows 7 client 

sends an DNS update to remove the PTR entry: 
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Results 

 

 

 … and the associated PTR record gets removed. 
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iOS & Dynamic DNS 

 Unfortunately, it seems not possible that iOS devices 

register their (privacy) addresses dynamically in DNS. 

 

 We couldn‘t find any information if this functionality will be 

implemented in the future or not. 

 Roadmaps in Apple space... 

 

 We guess the answer is no. 
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Android & Dynamic Updates 

 Well...  how does an Android system learn IPv6 DNS 

(servers) at all? ;-) 

 No manual config possible (at least not without rooting it). 

 DHCPv6 not supported. 

 RDDNS / RFC 6106 (to the best of our knowledge) not supported either. 

 

 

 So, there‘s other “issues“ to be solved first. 
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Conclusions  

 

 

 The number of systems using priv_extensions by default 

is growing. 

 Trying to “correct“/modify this means “deviating from a standard“ and 

hence associated operational effort. 
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Conclusions (II) 

 Uniquely identifying a system (interface) for system mgmt 

purposes might still work, mainly by its DNS name. 

 Might additionally require dynamic DNS, which is (mostly) doable. 

 

 

 Ex post identification of systems (interfaces) by their IP 

address will probably not (and, for the record, never has) 

be(en), possible in an operationally feasible way. 

 Don‘t waste your energy in trying this. There‘s other areas 

in IPv6 security space that need your precious resources. 
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There’s never enough time… 
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THANK YOU… ...for yours! 
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